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WELCOME
by Maggie
As the weather warms up and the days become longer we are
hopefully looking forward to a lovely summer. All efforts at
the nursing home are going towards having a great
celebration tea on Sunday 6th June for the Queen's Jubilee.

In this newsletter:

Decorating the Nursing Home remains ongoing, with Mick
currently decorating the doubles corridor and then onto the
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dining room where we now have installed air conditioning in
readiness for warmer days. We remain on schedule for the

Activities Update

visitors toilet to be refurbished during next month.

Staff News

Outside, the large laylandi trees have been replaced with
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garden. However, the lambs managed to find a way into our

fencing which now completes the enclose of the entire
gardens and seen were enjoying our plants rather than the
grass! Chicken wire soon ensured they were back in the field!
The home is very busy at the moment, with various training
sessions taking place for our staff across a variety of skills to
ensure that we continue to offer the high quality of care to all
residents.
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ACTIVITIES UPDATE

The residents have been spending Tuesday afternoon's reminiscing with Debbie - one of our
resident support team. Each week, Debbie has been chatting about different topics which
spark conversation and memories such as holidays, days out, favourite family meals and most
recently remembering past Jubilee's and the Coronation. The sessions has sparked some
wonderful conversations and much laughter from the group
Preparing for the Jubilee has been the theme for activities this week and will be for next week
as we get closer to 2nd June. Residents will be making a time capsule, making table
decorations and colouring pictures. Everyone is very excited to invite you to our Platinum
Jubilee Garden Party which is to be held on Sunday 5th June 2.30pm to 5.30pm. Afternoon tea,
cake and ice cream's are planned along with some live entertainment from Zing! Let's hope the
weather is kind to us! We would love to see you there.

STAFF NEWS
This month we welcome to the team
Carol - Staff Nurse
Heather - Healthcare Assistant
Bailey - Junior Healthcare Assistant
Lily - Junior Healthcare Assistant
Izzie - Junior Healthcare Assistant

WE ARE ON FACEBOOK
We have a Facebook page Countryview Nursing Home
Like our page for news, phots
and more! Any reviews of our
service on the page would also be
most welcome!

FAMILY OUTINGS
Our resident families are now, post COVID, able
to book to take their loved ones on trips out of
the home. The small company vehicle can be
booked for those in wheelchairs. Drivers need
to be over 25 with a clean driving licence.
Our website has a link to the Outings Form
which needs to be completed prior to each trip
or speak with Ruth directly.
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